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The main results of this paper are two distinct characterizations of interval 
orders and an upper bound on the dimension of an interval order as a function 
of its height. In particular, interval orders of height 1 have dimension of at most 2. 
1. lNTRo~ucT10N 
For the purposes of this paper, a partially ordered set will mean a pair 
(X, P) where X is a finite set and P an irreflexive, transitive, and connected 
relation on it. Two elements x and y of X are incomparable if (x, v) $ P 
and (JJ, x) 4 P. This is written x o y. P is an interval order if (a, b) E P 
and (c, d) E P implies (a, d) E P or (c, b) E P [4]. The height of P, h(P), 
is one less than the number of elements in a chain of maximum length. If 
P and Q are both partial orders on the same set X with PC Q then Q is 
called an extension of P and P is called a subrelation of Q. If Q is a linear 
order it is called a linear extension of P. The dimension of a partial order 
P, d(P), is the minimum number of linear extensions of P whose intersection 
is precisely P [3]. The dual (X, P*) of (X, P) is defined as follows: (x, y) E P* 
if and only if (y, x) E P. If Y C X then ( Y, P Iv) is the restriction to Y of (X, P) 
where P Iy = Pn (Y x Y). 
The following three lemmas will be required. Proofs may be found in [l]. 
LEMMA 1. If there are partial orders Pl and Pz of subsets of X such that 
P = P, v Pz and PI n Pz = 0, then d(P) = max{d(lP,), d(P,), 21. 
LEMMA 2. If Y C X, then d(P I y) < d(P). 
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LEMMA 3. Let L be a linear extension of the restriction of P to Y. Then 
there is a linear extension of P containing L. 
Lemma 1 shows that, with respect to dimension, there is no loss of 
generality in considering only connected posets. 
The height of an element x, h(x), is one more than the number of elements 
in a chain of maximum length lying under X. If h(P) = r, it is clear that 
0 < h(x) < r for all x. Let X(i) denote the collection of all elements having 
height i, for 0 < i < r. It is clear that X = X(0) u X(1) u **. u X(r) with 
X(i) n X(j) = o for i # j. The proofs of the following two observations 
are completely straightforward and are omitted. 
Oberseruation 1. xPy implies h(x) > h(y). 
Obseraation 2. X(i) is an antichain for all i. 
We will now define two functions whose use will simplify the presentation 
of the main results. 
H*(x) = {Y I XPYI, H*(x) = {Y I YW. 
We will use H,(X) and H*(X) to represent the set (H,(x) j x E X} and 
{H*(x) / x E X}, respectively. 
Suppose A and B are any two disjoint subsets of X. We will denote by 
A +-- B any linear extension L of P such that (b, a) E L if b o a, We will call 
this linear extension the injection of A by B. It does not in general exist 
as the following example shows. Let X = (a, b, c, a} and P = {(a, b), (c, d)}. 
Choose A = {a, c} and B = {b, d}. It is clearly impossible to form A t B. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
We will now give two characterizations of interval orders, one in terms 
of the functions H, and H* and the other in terms of the operation t. 
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are routine and are omitted. 
THEOREM 1. H,(X) is linearly ordered by set inclusion if and only if the 
same is true of H*(X). 
THEOREM 2. (X, P) is an interval order if and only if H,(X) is linearly 
ordered by set inclusion. 
Given any interval order (X, P) there exist two natural linear extensions 
of P: L,(P) and L*(P), the linear extensions induced by H, and H*, respec- 
tively. L.(P) is defined as follows: 
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If ff&) 1 H,(Y) then (x, Y> E UP). 
If H,(x) = H,(y) and H,(k) C H*(y) then (x, y) E L,(P). 
L,(P) is uniquely determined if and only if there are no two elements x and y 
with H,(x) = H,(y) and H*(x) = H*(y). Otherwise there will be many 
such linear extensions. L*(P) is defined in the obvious fashion. If the partial 
order is clear from the context, then the symbols L, and L* are used. 
If A and B are two disjoint sets which are linearly ordered by L and M, 
respectively, then LM will represent the linear order L u A4 u (A x B) 
on A u B. 
THEOREM 3. (X, P) is an interval order if and only if the injection of A by 
B, A t B, exists for every two disjoint subsets A and B of X. 
Proof. If P is not an interval order there exist a,, a2, 6, , b, such that 
a, P b, , a2 P b, , a, o b, , and a2 .@’ b, . Let A = {a, , a,> and B = {b, , b,). 
In any linear extension L with b, L a2 we must also have a, L b, so A c B 
does not exist. 
Conversely, if P is an interval order and A and B any two disjoint subsets 
of X, let L, IA = ala2 ... a, and L* I,, = b,b, ... b, . We may without loss 
of generality assume that for every b there is some ak such that ak 8 b but 
ajPb for 1 < j < k. It is clear that every b may be listed before every ah 
with which it is incomparable and after every ah it is under in P. Starting 
with b, let us locate each b in this fashion so that b,+l is listed after bi . 
This can be done since H*(bJ _C H*(bi+,). The resulting linear order on 
PI AUB is contained in a linear extension of P satisfying the theorem. 
THEOREM 4. If@, P) is an interval order with h(P) = 2?& - 1 for n >, 1, 
then d(P) ,( n + 1. 
Proof. We will construct n + 1 linear extensions L1 ,..., L,+1 of P whose 
intersection will be exactly P. Li will consist of a concatenation of 2n-i 
injections for 1 ,< i < n. Let X(i,j) = {x / i < e(x) <i}. X(i, i) is just X(i). 
L, = X(2” - 1) c X(2” - 2) X(2” - 3) - X(2” - 4) *.. X(l) - X(O) 
L( = X(2” - 2i-2 - 1, 2” - 1) t X(2” - 2i-1 - 2, 2” - 2i-2 - 2) 
. X(2”-1, 2” 1) t X(0, 2i-1 1) . . - - 
L, = X(2+1, 211 - 1) +- X(0, 2”-l - 1) 
As before, let L = L,(P) and X(i)* = (L I&*. 
L,+l zzz X(2” - 1>* X(2” - 2)* X(2” - 3)* ... x(l)* x(o)* 
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Upon inspection it will be seen that if a m b then neither (a, b) nor (b, a) 
occurs in all n + 1 linear extensions. But this is just another way of saying 
that the intersection of the 12 + 1 linear extensions is exactly P. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf P is an intercul order, d(P) < 1 + log,[h(P) + I]. 
Proof. Since every interval order is the restriction of an interval order 
of height 2” - 1 for some n, the result follows by Lemma 2. 
It is shown in [2], using Ramsey’s Theorem, that there is an interval order 
of dimension k, for every positive integer k. See [6] for a proof that semi- 
orders, a special class of interval orders, have dimension at most 3. Semi- 
orders were introduced by Lute [5]. 
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